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INTRODUCTION 
The post-war period in Australia was one of acute suburbanisation. Beginning in the 

1980s, Australians rediscovered the joys of the inner city: its mixtures of use, its 

social density, and the vital public spaces which these conditions supported. Whilst 

waterfront redevelopment was in most cases a relatively late phase in the 

transformation of the inner city, it is currently at the cutting edge of urban 

redevelopment and urban design: waterfronts allow for functional expansion and 

augmentation in CBD areas which are already heavily built up; they are generally 

well served by existing transport infrastructure which can deliver visitors; and as new 

linkages, they add value and amenity to existing investments.  

 

This paper critically examines the urban design of waterfront cultural and leisure 

precincts in Australian cities, in terms of simple functional planning matters such as 

use, scale and connectivity, but also examining how these are entangled in more 

complex representational, behavioural and political outcomes. The paper draws 

primarily on an analysis of ‘Southbank’ precincts in central Melbourne and Brisbane, 

although it also makes comparisons with urban waterfront areas in other cities both 

national and international. Particular attention is given to the tensions between the 

careful management of activities and imagery in these leisure zones, and the messy 

diversity of everyday life which actually takes place in and around them. The 

underlying hypothesis is that it is the constant unfolding of oppositions, contradictions 

and conflicts between different users and different social ideals which makes these 

waterfronts vital, exciting, meaningful urban places.  

 

BACKGROUND 
During the last three decades, the waterfront areas of most large cities in developed 

countries have undergone a remarkable transformation. Emerging from more than a 

century of industrial degradation and from burial under transportation infrastructure, 

inner-city harbours and riverfronts have been reborn as showpiece cultural and 

leisure precincts. In Brisbane and London, this rebirth was catalysed by short-term, 

large-scale cultural festivals (World Expo 1988, The Festival of Britain 1951) which 

focused public and private re-investment, and drew the attention of both suburban 

residents and international tourists to the respective Southbanks. In Melbourne and 
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Sydney, development was more gradual, although private-sector investments were 

encouraged, facilitated and guided by public-sector planning and capital works. 

 

Waterfront redevelopment has gone hand-in-hand with a broader renaissance of 

inner cities after decades of suburban dispersion. Urban waterfronts have become 

key drawcards for foreign tourists, visitors from the suburbs, and new upmarket 

residents. They are locus for a variety of cultural institutions, ranging from elitist 

(concert halls and art galleries) to populist (casinos, movie theatres and aquariums). 

They provide extensive new areas of high-quality public open space in precisely 

those parts of the city where land values are highest and social life at its most dense. 

In their elongated form, they also establish new linkages between existing inner-city 

areas, intensifying the interconnectedness of urban functions. They have dramatically 

increased the activity in inner cities during evenings and weekends. The opening up 

of the urban riverfront has brought about an extensive re-orientation of the entire city, 

both spatially and behaviourally.  

 

In all cases, decades of disinvestment coupled with an undesirable image for most 

land uses had lowered waterfront property values, creating opportunities for large-

scale recapitalisation and speculative gain. Yet this success was only possible 

because of a much broader shift in value: people became attracted to the water’s 

edge.  

 

Much has been written about the planning and design of waterfront revitalisation, 

from a variety of perspectives (Breen and Rigby 1996, Sandercock and Dovey 2002, 

O’Brien 1997, Dodson and Kilian 1998). Very little research seems to have involved 

going down to waterfront precincts and observing how various groups of people 

actually use them, particularly during the times when there are no scheduled events 

to stimulate activity, and trying to understand how design characteristics of the 

waterfront leisure landscape shape and support perceptions and behaviour. This 

paper seeks to identify some of the critical behavioural issues which can inform 

research and, in turn, future design and management decisions.  
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TERMS OF REFERENCE 
The paper draws upon three kinds of data about urban waterfronts: their physical 

morphology, their image, and the behaviour which occurs around them. The paper is 

focused around four dimensions of the social experience of an urban public leisure 

space:  

 

• escape from the everyday  

• mixing with people who are different 

• consumption of spectacle  

• exploratory action 

 

In the body of this paper, I discuss the design features of Australian urban 

waterfronts which contribute to these four kinds of experiences. One key spatial 

condition which frames all four is the edge. As Lynch (1961:62-66) notes, urban 

edges are very significant in people’s perception of the city; they shape how people 

move within the city. Edges can disrupt the urban fabric or unite it, they define 

neighbourhoods and establish spatial hierarchies. I examine a number of ways in 

which Australian urban waterfronts can improve their edge: what characteristics of 

the edge of an urban river best serve each of these four experiences; and how the 

edge frames the tensions between them. In addition, I draw upon two other 

morphological readings of the waterfront: as a district unto itself, and as a pathway. 

Each of these conceptions has particular repercussions for perception and use. The 

treatment of a waterfront leisure precinct as a distinct district or a path may blunt a 

waterfront’s edge or sharpen it.  
 

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE RIVER 
The most elementary organising principle which defines most urban riverfront leisure 

precincts is that the river separates them from the city’s central business district. This 

spatial separation enables an escape from everyday experiences, from roles and 

rules which are institutionalised in work settings. 

 
In many cities around the world, the concentration of urban uses into one main 

central district has led to the riverbank opposite becoming defined as a ‘place apart’ 

(Huizinga 1970:28-9) for functions not desired or permitted in the city centre. One 
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could speak of a ‘social geology’, with governance and business typically taking the 

high, solid ground on one bank, and other functions left low in the swamp opposite. In 

the case of Brisbane’s Southbank, ‘other’ functions meant industry, port and trading 

facilities (with their transient population), and the local Aborigines (Noble 2001). It is 

perhaps no coincidence that the boundary of exclusion for Brisbane’s non-white 

population, West End’s Boundary Street, became the centre of the city’s most vibrant 

community, enlivened even today by a fine-grained interplay of traditional and 

migrant cultures; the edge which joins being more robust and inclusive than that 

which separates. 

 

Like noxious industry, many forms of leisure have in history been banished extra 

muros, and/or escaped there to secure their own freedom of operation (Kostof 

1992:34-5). Hall (1998:129-35) observes the development of London’s Southbank as 

a pleasure zone “just beyond the City’s jurisdiction” as far back as the late Sixteenth 

Century, when attractions included bull- and bear-baiting, wrestling, fencing, and 

theatre. Similarly, Jinnai (1995:91-107) notes that in Nineteenth Century Edo 

(Tokyo), the theatre and prostitution district of Ryōgoku Hirokōji was also located on 

the far bank of the Sumida River, opposite the city centre. These studies highlight 

that leisure presents problems requiring management and spatial organisation. It is 

by its nature a diverse and inclusive ‘function’; it often has a transgressive mien, 

sometimes even with overtones of vice (Goodale and Godbey 1988, Lefebvre 

1991a). It does not sit easily with the notions of order and predictability which govern 

planning. Time and space for leisure, particularly in protestant cultures, has always 

been an uncertain virtue, and it is thus safer to isolate it from serious activity. 

 

Separation has its positive aspects. Jinnai 1995:93,98) depicts the leisure waterfront 

“on the periphery... freed from quotidian consciousness”; such precincts are 

“sanctuaries from the obligations of city life”, “places that transcended the logic of the 

status order and its sense of values. The people of Edo possessed a unique ‘bad’ 

space on the edge of their city, and this space produced much of the commoner or 

popular culture of the city”. People’s experience of freedom from everyday life on 

waterfronts cannot be predetermined or easily designed for. Indeed, what 

fundamentally defines such spaces is “principles of social nonattachment and 

nonownership” (Jinnai 1995:99). If leisure in public means anything, it requires 

spaces which enshrine anonymity and freedom; spatial circumstances which echo 
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Bakhtin’s description of the (temporal) Carnival: “It is the people… organised in their 

own way... outside of and contrary to all existing forms of the coercive socioeconomic 

and political organisation, which is suspended” (Bakhtin 1984:255). In this context, 

one has to question the proliferation of programmed events and behavioural controls 

in these precincts, a theme to which I will return.  

 

The physical juxtaposition of work and leisure does much to enliven the potential of 

the waterfront, in both pragmatic and experiential terms. This is particularly clear in 

Melbourne, where nearby Southbank is a destination for a high volume of people on 

weekday evenings (Gehl and City of Melbourne 1994:21). Jinnai (1995:98) suggests 

that “the movement across space... being drawn... across the bridge on foot - to the 

entertainment district... must have added to the anticipation of the eager playgoers”. 

Design plays a significant role in framing this movement: the act of escape from the 

city, the sense of arrival in a realm of relative freedom and choice. The properties of 

the connections across the edge condition of the water clearly impact upon the 

quality of the experience of a leisure precinct, as well as its economic viability. 

 

Jan Gehl rates the eastern half of Southbank Promenade highest amongst ten of 

central Melbourne’s main public spaces, in terms of environmental conditions which 

enhance the prospects for people to spend their free time there (Gehl and City of 

Melbourne 1994). The precinct gets his highest rating for shelter from wind, noise, 

pollution and traffic, exposure to sunshine, and quality of view (i.e. across to the city 

skyline): in summary, all conditions which arise through its separation from the city. It 

would be tempting to believe that difference to and segregation from the working city 

helps sustain a vital leisure zone. Yet a further criterion in his list is that high-quality 

spaces have lively edges. Gehl also (1987:11-16) distinguishes between ‘necessary’ 

and ‘optional’ activities, and ‘resultant’ social activities which evolve out of the former 

categories, “occur[ing] spontaneously as a direct consequence of people moving 

about and being in the same spaces”. I would extend his reasoning to argue that 

unplanned and informal leisure activities in public spaces such as waterfronts are in 

part prompted by the closeness of their juxtaposition with planned activities, both 

work and leisure. Jinnai (1995:99) describes the Sumida waterfront as an 

“extraordinary space adjoining the occupational and residential areas” (emphasis 

added). Proximity and separation can both be framed by careful urban design.  
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This leads to the question of how else waterfront precincts might link in with other 

inner-city activity, functionally, temporally and spatially.  

 

GATHERING AT THE RIVER 
Urban leisure precincts, by their very nature, have typically been places of reduced 

social stratification, where high and low, refined and base enjoyments mix together. 

One key way to enhance the vitality of a leisure waterfront is to adopt a more 

inclusive notion of leisure activity. In this context, perhaps the greatest functional 

potential of urban leisure waterfronts is indicated by their capacity to embrace both 

high culture and low culture: the definition of ‘free time’ which they support is itself 

loose and inclusive. They can be spaces where rock concerts, art galleries, opera 

and waterskiing contests exist side-by-side.  

 

Brisbane Southbank’s loose park-like setting weaves together numerous different 

zones and facilities, framing opportunities for interactions between people pursuing a 

wide range of activities, both passive and active; commercial and free; solitary and 

group. Picnic shelters with public barbecues are wedged between an artificial beach 

with a free public swimming pool and a riverside promenade which permits cycling 

and skating. The pool is built to enable eye-level interaction between swimmers and 

passers-by, and steps and a sittable edge lead up from the promenade.  

 

Pay-by-the-hour lockers and free, warm indoor showers adjacent to the beach 

enhance people’s flexibility in enjoying the range of amenities in the precinct. Often 

public improvements in urban waterfronts are used to leverage private-sector 

investment in further redevelopment; thus centring leisure around consumption and 

profit. These public investments at Southbank Brisbane do something more, 

enhancing the prospects for free public enjoyment of long duration by people of all 

backgrounds and interests. The form leisure activities take remains open to definition 

by the user, and they can be enjoyed at length. As Gehl (1987:15) notes, “the more 

time people spend outdoors, the more frequently they meet and the more they talk”. 

Even passively seeing and hearing strangers is an important form of social contact. 

 

The success of the approach can be gauged by the frequency of extended family 

gatherings utilising the barbeque areas near the pool. Children, even babies, play 
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nearby on sand or in the water and interact with other children; adults supervise 

whilst chatting and preparing lunch. Casual observation suggests these users are 

typically large working-class minorities from the suburbs, a demographic for whom 

inner-urban waterfront housing is both unsuitable and unattainable. The setting 

provides an all-too-rare opportunity for such a group to fully take part in the public 

leisure life of the inner city. They bring eskies full of food and drink; costs are 

minimised. Such users may never purchase items on-site, visit paid entertainments 

like the theatre or even the (free) cultural venues like the Art Gallery. Many 

international tourists come merely to swim or lie in the sun and watch the passing 

show.  

 

Melbourne’s Southbank promenade is, on the other hand, rather rigid in both form 

and content. Most of the landscaping is quite hard and formal, promoting only 

promenading and short rest breaks. High levels of patron amenity in the restaurants 

with their water views cannot compensate for a lack of diversity in social usage, 

which results from a shortage of comfortable places to settle in and spend time in the 

public realm. In warm weather, the limited areas of grass embankment outside the 

Casino often reach their carrying capacity. Outdoor tables and shelter from sun and 

rain are restricted to paying customers. In one instance, a couple who have brought 

their own picnic basket set up on the paving outside the portal of Southgate. When 

rain starts, they shift their blanket back under its canopy. A security guard steps 

forward and tells them to move forward, into the public realm. Such exclusion and 

spatial rigidity contradicts the relaxed and open-ended conditions which are the 

hallmark of a vital public leisure setting. 

 

Melbourne’s Southbank fails, however, to create a seamless landscape of leisure 

spectacle. This is, in some senses, one of its virtues. By contrast to the casino, which 

is “essentially one large project framing a controlled diversity”, within the east end of 

the Southbank precinct, small grain size, piecemeal, incremental design, and the 

inclusion of some land uses which aren’t very public leaves “gaps and margins, 

where new meanings and practices can insert themselves” (Stevens and Dovey, 

forthcoming). In this regard, Brisbane’s Southbank is far more inclusive than 

Melbourne’s. Its openness is only partly due to its lower density and softer 

landscaping. I suggest that a vital public waterfront requires not merely 
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underdesigned gaps, but design which consciously supports a wider range of 

expected activities.  

 

CROSSING THE RIVER - AND BEYOND 
One means of ensuring that waterfront precincts are functionally integrated with a 

broad scope of the diversity of urban land uses and lifestyles is by enhancing their 

connectivity to, and permeability from, surrounding areas. Whilst waterfronts may be 

drawcards in themselves, they are also, like all urban districts, secondary 

destinations within other orbits of activity. They are not economically independent, 

and can sustain a greater diversity within themselves when they optimise their 

interactions with surrounding primary attractions and market catchments.  

 

The first measure of connectivity is in the relation between the leisure waterfront and 

the city centre which it lies opposite. The morphological essence of the solution here 

has commonly been to consider the city centre as a very large shopping mall. 

Primary attractions are located at the extremities of the viable pedestrian realm and 

sometimes at key nodes within it. As Jacobs (1961) noted, these various primary 

uses provide flows of people at different times; this makes smaller-scale secondary 

facilities in between them viable. In a shopping mall these intervening uses are 

almost invariably shops. In the case of the public realm, embracing a wider range of 

function, they may also include open spaces for unregimented activity, community 

facilities (like barbecues), marginal art works and performance spaces which do not 

by themselves have guaranteed audience pulling power. 

 

In Melbourne’s CBD, the core pedestrian circuit links through numerous arcades and 

laneways between the Bourke Street Mall, with its major department stores, and 

Flinders Street Railway Station. This was extended by the addition of a loop beyond 

the station, leading across the river to the Victorian Arts Centre, casino and 

Melbourne Exhibition Centre. Along Southbank itself, “the variety of primary leisure 

attractions stretching from the Arts Centre to the Casino helps sustain the many more 

fleeting and marginal forms of play which spring up in the cracks between them. Like 

the dumb-bell structure of a shopping mall, these spectacular, predictable 'magnets' 

draw the crowds of leisure-seekers along the riverfront promenade” (Stevens and 

Dovey, forthcoming). 
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Garreau (1992:464) suggests that mall shoppers in America will willingly walk no 

more than 200m. He suggests a pleasant and attractive walking environment may 

increase the maximum to 500m: still only about five minutes walk. Melbourne’s new 

pedestrian bridge, built before any redevelopment of Southbank, split the first phase 

of the waterfront into 300m and 350m sections, linked across to the CBD’s major 

north-south shopping streets, Elizabeth and Swanston. Southbank Promenade lies 

approximately 200m beyond the CBD edge at Flinders Street, which it parallels. This 

stretch of Southbank is thus effectively scaled as a two-by-one-block extension of the 

Melbourne CBD’s 200m standard block pattern. The later western section of the 

promenade, in front of the impermeable casino, is also split by Kings Street into 

200m and 300m blocks. The near end of King Street is the city’s traditional nightclub 

strip, and newer venues inside the casino complex have thus effectively extended 

this pre-existing precinct. 

 

In Brisbane, the task is more difficult. The separation between the core retail area 

and the Southbank is greater (300m across the river and a further 100m to the start 

of the Queen Street Mall). The pedestrian path connecting across the Victoria Bridge 

is of limited width and quality due to heavy vehicular traffic. CBD block dimensions 

are far narrower in the direction facing the river, at only 100m (Siksna 1998). The 

zone of highest CBD pedestrian activity stretches away from the river, and is 

concentrated across only two blocks of river frontage, 100m either side of the Victoria 

Bridge - Queen Street Mall axis. The two precincts thus only have one point of 

linkage; their circulation patterns are effectively connected end-to-end.  

 

An extremely large new pedestrian bridge has been built at the far end of Brisbane’s 

Southbank. “Together with Victoria Bridge to the north, [this] Goodwill Bridge 

encloses South Bank Parklands in a circuit” (Musgrave 2002). However, the 

minimum walking distance between the bridges along Brisbane’s Southbank is 

1100m. The bridge itself stretches 450m, and the total loop is thus over 3km. The 

north bank pathway has poor pedestrian amenity and safety and few facilities, and 

lies buried at the bottom of a long steep embankment beneath the Riverside 

Expressway.  

 

Enhancing connectivity does not in itself necessarily increase the functional 

interaction of the city and the opposite riverfront. Primary attractions are needed, to 
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draw people back and forth along all sections of the pathway system. The two 

established foci of the Queen Street Mall and Cultural Centre need to be 

complemented with further nodes toward the eastern end of the dumb-bell, so that 

the path is occupied by those who stroll, and not only by joggers and walkers out for 

strenuous exercise. 

 

Unsolvable problems of sheer scale on the Brisbane riverfront also suggest the 

desirability of paying greater attention to internal matters of circulation, grain size and 

scope of use, as well as the potential for enhancement of connection away from the 

river. The new Energex Arbour is in many ways a step in the right direction. Whilst its 

winding form adds further to the walking distance, this is artfully disguised by bending 

the path around buildings and by screening with bougainvillea. The Arbour links 

together the precincts’ numerous attractions and destinations, also framing a range 

of viewpoints and trajectories and opening up a few future development sites which 

did not previously have much exposure. 

 

Southbank Brisbane highlights a general difficulty of planning public spaces in 

Australia: that there is too much space; or conversely and more constructively put, 

there are seldom enough people drawn together to use them, to make them feel 

lively and safe, to support a wide enough and distinctive range of activities to make it 

worth visiting them in the first place. 

 

Fundamental problems persist for both Southbanks in their legibility and accessibility 

from the city. Wide, dramatic views back to their respective cities heighten the sense 

of escape which their activities facilitate. However, neither Southbank is easily seen 

from its CBD, being blocked by an elevated freeway and a railway station.  

 

In Melbourne, two landmark office towers behind the Southgate complex are visible 

from the major CBD shopping precinct along Elizabeth Street: a signal that this urban 

axis continues beyond the wall of Flinders Street Railway Station. The station’s 

subway entry also forms a link through to Southbank, but this is neither obvious nor 

clearly marked, and the path is narrow, compromised also through its mixing with 

hordes of commuters. From this subway, one emerges suddenly on the north bank of 

the river at a panoramic viewing point. Only from here on is the journey to the other 
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side given a sense of drama. An artful pedestrian bridge links across to Southbank 

promenade.  

 

In Brisbane, the south end of the Queen Street Mall, approaching the river, 

terminates awkwardly at the blank portal of the bus tunnel running below it and a 

wide intersection. Whilst the bulk of the Performing Arts Centre can be glimpsed 

ahead across the river, the angle of the bridge itself reduces the legibility of the 

pedestrian circulation. A sufficiently broad and direct pedestrian pathway which could 

itself draw people across the river and “(add) to the anticipation” (Jinnai 1995:98) is 

sacrificed in the name of facilitating complex vehicular movements. 

 

Also particularly difficult is the design of junctions between bridges and the path 

systems of the waterfront precincts. High bridgeheads on the CBD side of the major 

roadways leading to the Southbanks (Victoria Bridge in Brisbane, Princes Bridge in 

Melbourne) are at-grade, allowing a smooth transition out of the city. However, the 

waterfront promenades themselves are considerably lower, in the order of ten to 

fifteen metres. There are benefits to this separation. It enhances the sense of 

separation from everyday urban space. More pragmatically, it allows for continuity of 

the riverfront path underneath the road. However, the critical vertical connections 

down to the water are in all cases indirect, indistinct, and of insufficient width, 

particularly given the mix of pedestrian and bicycle traffic they must handle. Such 

slow points and junctions are natural stopping and meeting places; as such they 

should be of generous dimensions, whereas in fact they are far narrower than the 

promenades. 

 

Newer bridges present different issues of connectivity. The relative narrowness of 

Melbourne’s Yarra River and a long history of low bridge clearances has allowed the 

new pedestrian bridge to Southbank to have low springing points, continuing on 

conveniently from the path under the Flinders Street Station platforms, and directly 

onto the promenade. At its intersection with Southbank, this path flattens and widens. 

The blank façade and steps of the Esso office building located here is commonly 

used as a stage for buskers (Stevens and Dovey, forthcoming). Busking highlights 

that such a junction is a point where people slow down and change direction, run into 

friends or strangers, get distracted. Following my earlier discussion on malls, I 

emphasise that this empty location is used for informal activities because there are 
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significant cultural and commercial attractors in both directions along the promenade; 

there is a steady flow of leisure-seekers passing through. Placing more active and 

publicly-accessible land uses adjacent to such nodes can also contribute to their 

liveliness, increasing the time people spend lingering at them. Whilst practical 

matters of ensuring efficient circulation are important, it should never be forgotten 

that the fundamental purpose of a leisure precinct is to provide reasons to linger, to 

frame a sense of escape, to allow distraction from practical matters.  

 

In the case of Brisbane’s new pedestrian Goodwill Bridge, “[e]arly intensions... to 

position the bridge as an extension of Alice Street” (joining into the middle of the 

riverfront precinct) “were rejected because of an uncomfortable fit with South Bank’s 

lagoon directly opposite” (Musgrave 2002). Alice Street, the western edge of 

Brisbane’s CBD where it abuts the Parliament complex and the QUT campus, is an 

obvious pedestrian connection point, confirmed by its currently being the site of a 

major commuter ferry stop. A connection here would have framed a dramatic bodily 

experience of the transition from bureaucratic work to free play.  

 

Whilst the bridge as built skilfully negotiates a complexity of clearances and levels, its 

great height and existing private property ownership has led to a bridgehead on the 

Southbank side set well over 100m inland. This layout compromises the central 

objective of looping the riverfront path. The bridge spills out onto a large empty plaza 

which leads away from the Southbank precinct. The entry to the Maritime Museum, 

which predates the Expo ’88 development, is located back and underneath the 

bridge, but with this alone there are too few adjacent attractions to animate the node. 

The new Arbour is a necessary wayfinding device, to lead pedestrians around an 

obstructing apartment building and back onto the main pathways of the precinct itself. 

People must walk more than 200m beyond the bridge’s landfall to reach the 

Parklands, and over 300m to reach the first facilities, a cluster of small restaurants 

which, facing the river, have their back turned to the Arbour pathway. The first real 

destination attraction on Southbank, the artificial beach, is about 500m beyond the 

bridge. As Garreau (1992:464) argued, with such a distended experience, “there is a 

significant chance that [people] will say forget the whole thing and go home”. It can 

only be hoped that further additions to Southbank will draw more people along its 

well-designed pathways.  
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The links which the Goodwill Bridge do most to improve are those between the South 

Brisbane neighbourhood, QUT and the Botanical Gardens. Whilst the need to 

enhance the connectivity to and from the Southbank promenade may have been a 

major impetus for the bridge’s construction, this has not been its major benefit. 

 

Taken together, these various observations highlight that the leisure riverfront is not 

merely a discrete designed environment within which an audience suddenly and 

magically appears. The experience of arriving at and moving through such a precinct 

is itself a fundamental part of its magic. The planning and design of where and how 

bridges deliver people into the waterfront (and out again) is critical to its liveliness, 

and can shape the possibilities of distraction, surprise and encounter which are 

fundamental to the very idea of leisure in an urban context (Gilloch 1996). 

 

In addition to studying the relation of riverfront precinct to the city, we need to 

critically examine its other edges and links. At both Southbanks, buildings are quite 

sensibly scaled down toward the water’s edge, ensuring solar penetration to 

waterfront promenades and Brisbane’s artificial beach. Less thought seems given to 

the importance of the reverse view, back away from the waterfront and through to 

other neighbourhoods, and whether here too scale and permeability might be 

important factors affecting both legibility and vitality.  

 

Macarthur (1999:180-1) notes that Southbank Brisbane “is disconnected in a 

completely uninteresting way from... South Brisbane behind it; it is planned in thin 

slivers of water/path/water... and (has a) maniacal directionality to the city”. The 

relatively high frequency of pedestrian through-routes from Southbank through to 

Grey Street immediately behind does little to enliven a streetscape there which itself 

has little activity. One side of Grey Street is loomed over by the dull blank backsides 

of the four masses of the Queensland Art Gallery and Museum, Performing Arts 

Centre, Conservatorium and College of Art. Here is an abject example of Art 

emasculating life. On its opposite side, Grey Street is cut off from the remainder of 

South Brisbane by an elevated railway, two train stations which withhold two whole 

block frontages from active use, an elevated busway, the 400m-long bulk of the 

Brisbane Convention and Exhibition Centre, the walled precincts of Southbank 

College of TAFE and the busy traffic artery of Vulture Street.  
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One of the key potential pedestrian paths and sightlines through the back of 

Southbank, Glenelg Street lies obscured behind the large Piazza building, where it 

serves primarily as a loading bay, and is narrowed and bent to suit car traffic and to 

negotiate elevated stanchions. Designing for the needs of the Southbank tourist 

enclave undermines the viability of its interaction with urban space surrounding it. 

Footpath connections to South Brisbane, including the main axis of Melbourne 

Street, are either compromised or entirely absent. 

 

Although both Southbanks prosper in their image as ideal pedestrian environments, 

this success is in part built on major investments in heavy transport infrastructure 

which compromise the vitality, and indeed the viability of a wider pedestrian network. 

Some indication of the impact in the immediate environs of Southbank Brisbane is its 

3700 on-site parking spaces, two railway stations, a dedicated busway as well as a 

major bus interchange, and two public ferry terminals (Southbank Development 

Corporation 2002). Yet the spatial impacts stretch beyond, to the wide, pedestrian-

unfriendly feeder roads such as Merrivale and Stanley Streets which link the precinct 

to nearby expressways. All these changes which enhance connectivity at the larger 

scale also reduce it locally. The qualities of the riverfront promenade are in a sense 

traded off against the quality and range of transport options in adjoining 

neighbourhoods. 

 

Similarly at Southbank Melbourne, the Southgate shopping and restaurant complex 

presents a “split personality” (City of Melbourne 1997:30). The project has several 

levels of active frontage to its water side, but to the rear is a lifeless elevated plaza 

lacking in sunlight and active uses. Multi-level parking structures, truck bays, 

expanses of solid wall and widened roads on the inland frontage of this precinct kill 

off potential adjacency synergies. Behind the promenade, in the wider Southbank 

district, the car predominates. Roadways are extremely wide, and overshadowed by 

coarse-grained, high-rise buildings lacking setbacks or active frontages. 

 

Two later developments further downstream, the Crown Casino and Melbourne 

Exhibition Centre, have each created 500m of impermeable frontage, the former 

lacking any public control over the mix of uses, and the latter being a monofunctional, 

access-controlled space (City of Melbourne 1997:28-9, Sandercock and Dovey 

2002). The pedestrian waterfront is sealed off from the adjoining urban fabric; 
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movement is restricted to the longitudinal pathway. Perpendicular roads between 

these masses are designed for the needs of large volumes of urban commuter traffic. 

 

As with all urban streets, the most fundamental threat to pedestrian vitality on the 

waterfront is the permitted width of frontages given over to a single use (Gehl and 

City of Melbourne 1994:32-3) - essentially the monopolisation of spatial experience 

within what is supposed to be a public realm. I suggest that instead, subdivision 

planning and staged site release with narrow and relatively deep lots running 

perpendicular to waterfronts would be one way to ensure adequate permeability to 

and from the waterfront. This could enliven major promenades by bringing different 

user groups on and off them at more points, creating more intersections for pausing 

and interaction, as well as providing economic incentive for active frontages to 

spread along the minor perpendicular frontages. Perhaps a sufficient number of such  

through-routes could support commercial activities on a second route paralleling the 

waterfront, provided these block depths were themselves no further than 200m from 

the waterfront path (approximately the location of Brisbane’s Grey Street). Such a 

strategy would also be more likely to achieve a richer mix of uses and development 

form along the water’s edge.  

 

THE RIVER STAGE 
What is clear from almost every study of waterfront redevelopment is that it is 

fundamentally driven by the desire to attract leisure spending, especially that of 

outside tourists. This requires a space that facilitates the packaging of experiences, 

and in particular images, into forms which can be sold and consumed. 

 

I will explore two distinct ways in which the design of contemporary urban waterfronts 

makes them places of spectacle (Debord 1994): by emphasising the consumption of 

image, and through programming of buildings and spaces which codifies leisure and 

culture and directs it into relatively passive forms. 

 

One of the greatest dangers of urban waterfront redevelopment is the potential of 

creating a ‘tourist bubble’ (Judd 1992), a discrete enclave with a layout and mix of 

uses which meets the desires of out-of-town tourists, suburban residents and 

commuting white-collar city workers, and upper-income residents who live within or 
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adjacent to the precinct itself. Redeveloped waterfronts are part of (and often a 

display case for) a ‘trophy collection’ of formulaic urban visitor attractions including 

hotels, convention centres, stadia, aquaria and casinos (Judd 1992:39, citing Frieden 

and Sagalyn 1989). For the Australian case, we could add museums and galleries. 

 

Such staple tourist diversions as casinos, aquariums and IMAX cinemas should be 

seen as being of value to waterfront leisure precincts not merely because of the sales 

and property taxes they earn for the public purse, or even the multiplier effect of 

spending on other commercial forms of consumption there, but fundamentally 

because they aid in the creation of sufficient densities and flows of people to make a 

visit to the urban waterfront into a worthwhile social experience.  

 

Careful siting and planning of commercial activities can actually enhance and 

promote possibilities for informal socialisation and bodily experiences of the open 

landscape at the water’s edge. Commercial entertainment spaces and programmed 

events on waterfronts are mixed in with a range of sensory stimuli provided by the 

spectacular leisure landscape itself, such as lighting, sculpture and music; not to 

forget of course the water (Stevens and Dovey, forthcoming). Strangely, on the two 

Australian Southbanks, the flowing water often remains a very distant, pictorial 

backdrop to leisure activities which have very little to do with its substance.  

 

As I suggested in the introduction to this paper, significant public cultural investments 

often preceded commercial interest in the redevelopment of urban waterfronts, with 

the former, strategically intended or not, prompting the latter. Noble (2001) suggests 

that the construction of the Queensland Cultural Centre precinct on the western part 

of Southbank during the 1980s was an effort at “the recolonisation of a now dismal 

shore”. It would, I think, be useful to pursue this metaphor of the colonial, 

metropolitan, governed space on the edge of the urban landscape at length, but here 

I will make a few brief observations. In this scheme, amongst “the characteristics of 

the modernist utopias in vogue at the time” (Noble 2001), I would rank as most 

problematic the conception of culture as a master-planned hard-edged cluster of 

large-scale institutional buildings. Within these buildings, culture is itself framed as a 

spectacle, interiorised and carefully managed as a series of fixed impressions. As a 

cultural experience, this part of the waterfront precinct is far more timid than the 

release and adventure which would have been available to patrons of the tea houses 
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and brothels of Edo or the bawdy working-class theatres and bear-pits of Elizabethan 

London (Jinnai 1995, Hall 1998). 

 

Clearly such institutions are a vital resource for urban culture as a whole. However, 

their contribution to the possibilities of experience of place, the river’s edge, is rather 

negative. Looking out of the building, the river is also treated as spectacle, a static 

image framed by architectural treatments, unavailable to more active experiences. 

The Art Gallery creates its own internal water features (pools, fountains), yet the 

building plays no role in shaping our understanding of the major water feature in front 

of it. Indeed, the buildings and their functions stand in the way of other uses of the 

water’s edge. The latest phase of development, the Gallery of Modern Art, will further 

extend the grip of this one approach to culture to approximately 850m of riverfront. 

 

These cultural attractions are introduced and arranged on the waterfront to try and 

enhance their interrelations - rather than their connections to the wider urban 

landscape and the economy and cultural life of adjoining neighbourhoods. The 

synergies of placing many programmed leisure amenities close together, if they exist 

at all, are managerial or aesthetic level, and are seldom to be experienced in patterns 

of use by the public. The Queensland Cultural Centre strives for architectural 

composition and shared transport infrastructure, but does so at the expense of a 

sufficient level and diversity of activity. Not many people go to the art gallery and the 

opera on the same day; to a large degree, in fact, these facilities compete with each 

other for business (see Jacobs 1961:167-72). These large institutions control the 

design and activity of their shops and cafés, as well as the surrounding open space. 

There are no sites for outside entrepreneurs to add to the mix, to initiate new 

conflations of culture, commerce and free public action.  

 

Viewed as a whole, Southbank Brisbane is highly polarised, not at all the large-scale 

dumb-bell mall to which the city aspires: at one end, a massive, tight cluster of similar 

high-culture artefacts, and at the other, an overabundance of open space with too 

few primary attractors. Few commercial ventures seem to find successful niches in 

between. Restaurants appear to thrive, but even their patronage and variety would 

be vastly enhanced by the kind of densely-interlinked economic space which 

stimulates new businesses within the CBD. 
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What does most to enliven Melbourne’s Southbank and ensure the informality of its 

leisure is the difference between the customer bases and activities gathered together 

by the various facilities: symphony orchestra, cabaret and nightclub; fine restaurant 

and food court; opera and multiplex. In such a context, leisure space and activity is 

framed not only by its difference to work, but also by its internal variety. As one 

attraction wanes, another finds room to rise. 

 

We can only hope that shifts in planning might help us to create a ‘postcolonial’ 

waterfront, free from the tyrannies of conceptions of waterfront ‘use’ and urbanity 

which are far detached from the landscape and climate the diverse everyday social 

practices of local residents, and the diversified economic activities which keep urban 

space vital. 

 

In the case of Brisbane, both the land use and image of the urban public waterfront 

are framed in a quite simplistic and largely aesthetic dualism with the city centre. 

Macarthur (1999) observes that in the redevelopment of Brisbane’s Southbank, 

rather than building on existing, adjoining urban identity or functions, “the city itself 

[builds] in miniature a fair selection of the things Brisbane lacks, from Piazze to 

beaches... emblems which they believe will attract tourists and wealth” (1999:177, 

latter emphasis added). Macarthur argues that the low-density, lushly-landscaped 

design of this waterfront precinct establishes a careful scenography of contrasts to 

the city opposite, presenting the visitor with a dialectical image (Buck-Morss 1991, 

Gilloch 1996) juxtaposing “rainforest stream and corporate tower, barbeque and 

freeway” (Macarthur 1999:177). Rather than any specific complementarity of function 

with its surroundings, the development of this precinct frames both city and leisure 

zone as confined images, a spectacular dyad in which “space is only the frothy 

consequence of a family of images” (Macarthur 1999:182). Thus “South Bank does 

not so much function as a tourist destination as a representation of one” (Macarthur 

1999:178).  

 

The ‘symbolic politics’ (Macarthur 1999:180) whereby Brisbane’s Southbank 

“becomes the principle signifier of [the] locality” (Judd 1992), packaging the city’s 

identity for tourists, is problematic. Rather than substituting for a lost function of the 

city, the risk is that this new zone comes to substitute for the city as a whole. The 

scenographic ambitions of the urban design of this edge also have a significant 
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physical impact on the surrounding urban form. The tallest buildings at Southbank 

Brisbane create a solid backdrop to the precinct on the edge away from the river, 

framing itself in a “maniacal directionality to the city” (Macarthur 1999:180-1). The 

precinct’s profile steps down and opens out toward the water’s edge. The creation of 

a unified, managed zone of cultural and leisure uses on Southbank thus monopolises 

its location and essentialises its function as the edge of the city and of the water. Its 

tight staging edits out perceptions of the remainder of the city. Views from the site are 

exclusively across the water, and concomitantly to the city skyline. Whilst Southbank 

Brisbane is a zone of escape from the central city as lived space, it is dominated by 

the city as representation (Lefebvre 1991b). The city skyline is marked by a 

proliferation of corporate signage which can best be viewed by people at leisure on 

the waterfront opposite. 

 

The fixing of the gaze across the water also operates in the other direction. The faces 

of many buildings on both Melbourne’s and Brisbane’s Southbanks are not just points 

from which to gaze out, but expressions which are themselves designed to be viewed 

from the city. They are billboards providing advertising for tenants. Many of these 

buildings are neither public nor leisure-oriented, including Griffith University College 

of Art and Theiss Construction Company in Brisbane, and the headquarters of Philip 

Morris and Esso in Melbourne. Waterfront planning controls on use and built form are 

blatantly ignored in the service of corporate self-aggrandisement (Sandercock and 

Dovey 2002). Height controls on buildings closer to the edge can become an 

opportunity for monopolistic advertising by taller buildings behind. In order to draw 

investment to the ‘back edge’ of both Southbanks, and because of the high market 

value of views back to the cityscape, tall buildings are permitted there, whilst a mere 

block further inland they are not.  

 

ON THE EDGE 
The urban design of Melbourne’s Southbank, for all its careful theming and 

programming, emphasis on commercial forms of consumption, institutionalised 

cultural venues and subtle behavioural controls, has not actually destroyed public life 

there (Stevens and Dovey, forthcoming). Rather, these limitations have themselves 

framed distinctive prospects for free and creative social activity. The vitality of the 

urban waterfront is in part constituted through the great variety of non-spectacular 
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settings and activities which cut across and distort its spectacle (Debord 1994). More 

than just providing for non-commercial, passive interests such as free barbeques and 

swimming or sitting on grass, this means activities which include active participation, 

risk, abandon, even conflict. Macarthur (1999:185) notes that whilst the swimmers 

and sunbathers at Brisbane’s Kodak Beach (now Pauls’ Breaka Beach) “might be 

making up a trite postcard view... they do it with their bodies and with pleasure”. The 

spectacle need not be debilitating; but this takes careful design. 

 

The atmosphere of escape on the leisure waterfront is a combination of the sensual 

and the symbolic: “using the magnificent vista to create an overflowing sense of 

freedom”, and framing a “ludic (i.e. playful) space” Jinnai (1995:91). Based on others’ 

studies as well as my own behavioural observations in Brisbane and Melbourne, I will 

briefly sketch out several ways in which the distinctive physical, social, and semiotic 

conditions of urban riverfront landscapes may inspire and facilitate creative acts of 

play. 

 

Jinnai (1995:98) describes the bridge from the city to the pleasure zone as a space of 

anticipation. To expand upon this, I suggest the river bridge can itself be a site of 

freedom and novel experience. Musgrave (2002) describes the articulation of 

Brisbane’s Goodwill Bridge into various sections, “teasing out and amplifying a series 

of experiences”. The bridge is defined as a place in itself which incorporates semi-

private seating areas and layers of screens which conceal and frame views. 

 

The approach path to Melbourne’s Southbank pedestrian bridge begins with a tight, 

dimly-lit pedestrian tunnel underneath Flinders Street railway station and emerges 

suddenly facing the wide, open, sunlit, breezy volume of the riverbank. The path 

goes through a succession of shifts in elevation and axis which intensify sensory and 

bodily engagement with the landscape, then leading onto the bridge itself. This 

bridge frames a range of experiences which stimulate play. It excites the body’s 

feeling for space. The bridge’s platform rises in a continuous arc which lends itself to 

smooth acceleration on the descent. Its surface of narrow transverse boards provides 

a pleasant vibration and subtle rasping hum underneath the wheels of cycles and 

skates. On the Goodwill Bridge, a long sweeping deck almost ten metres wide with a 

rise of over 15m and long approaches, there is a certain futile mean-spiritedness in 

posting a 10kph speed limit.  
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The Melbourne bridge’s path takes the walker out of ordinary space. It leaps free of 

the edge of the land and rises high above its surroundings, hanging suspended over 

the flowing waters. The open handrails and minimal structure expose people to a 

greatly widened perceptual field. The bridge’s structural arch, an unusual form in 

Melbourne, symbolically exaggerates the sense of energetic escape from the city. 

Tyre marks from in-line skates and graffiti far up the curve of the arch reveal that 

people’s path across the bridge sometimes leads over the top of the structure, twenty 

metres above the water. This alternate path intensifies the height, slope, and 

openness which frames the pleasure of the main bridge deck. People perceive and 

act out a bodily challenge latent in the bridge’s form. The risks are high; but the limit 

indicated by the handrails is not absolute. The path up and over the arch is flat and 

stable. The arch frames a freedom from constraint, where one has to rely entirely on 

balance. The bridge is frequently repainted to remove the evidence of such 

transgressions, which actually modify the reality of the space (Lefebvre 

1991b:177,216), by marking a new possible path of movement across it. For the 

urban adventurer, such marks both show the way through unexplored territory, and 

lay down a challenge to those who come after, particularly other graffiti taggers. 

 

On a much smaller scale, daily acts of transgression also often involve a diversion of 

one’s path to engage the structural frame of this bridge. People crossing the bridge 

often jump over the low triangular stanchions at the ends of the arch, or step up onto 

them and slide down the other side, There are many tyre marks along both faces of 

the stanchion, suggesting those travelling on wheels also enjoy this feature. These 

uses show that people are highly aware of opportunities for playful excess and 

exploration which are available around them. People incorporate thrills, tests and 

displays with the instrumental task of walking toward their destination.  

 

Jinnai (1995:101) notes of Ryōgoku Hirokōji: “Not only did it lie on the far side of the 

Sumida River, thus creating a world independent of the city; it was also hard by the 

water and offered the populace a setting eminently suited to its tolerant, spontaneous 

nature”. Considering the laudable foresight and public investment in maintaining and 

expanding public access to Australia’s urban waterfronts, it is surprising that there is 

not more made of the rich scope for bodily experience offered by the water’s edge.  
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On Brisbane’s Southbank, a continuous low concrete barrier wall closes the edge of 

the embankment, which is several metres above the high water mark. Plenty of 

comfortable seating is provided on the inland side of the broad promenade. 

Nonetheless, the many people who want to feel the full benefit of the breezes, to 

have an expansive, uninterrupted view of the river along with some sense of privacy, 

choose to sit either cross-legged atop the wall, or dangling their legs ‘outboard’; 

slightly dangerous perhaps but clearly worth the effort for the heightened experience. 

More sophisticated design could have interspersed space for sitting and walking 

close to the edge of the water, as well as sites to look out or step down closer to the 

river. 

 

Melbourne’s Southbank promenade has two levels. For most of its length, the main 

pedestrian concourse is set well back from and above the water’s edge. The lower 

concourse, which can’t be easily seen from above, is a peak-tide flood zone and boat 

landing, without guardrails and comprised of several discontinuous segments. Hence 

it isn’t used for promenading the length of the river; it’s often quite empty. It’s a place 

apart from surveillance and control (Lynch 1981:216-7). The separation of this 

special public space from both the city and from public scrutiny, and the openness of 

its edge to the water, together stimulate the release of what Jinnai (1995:92-4) terms 

‘vulgar energies’. A teenage couple kiss discretely down by the water, hidden by the 

wall above. Two boys wrestle while their friends look on. Their struggle is framed by 

the risk of being thrown into the murky water, either by or with their opponent. On this 

edge they are exposed to the danger of an unfamiliar, unmanageable terrain, and 

this raises the stakes of their contest (Dovey 1998). Other teenagers congregate and 

smoke cigarettes, using retaining walls, planters and shade to screen their activities. 

This lower level is marginal even to the more staged and acceptable leisure 

atmosphere of the rest of the Southbank precinct. These teenagers’ mildly 

transgressive acts of passion and violence hint at the escapism which such a ‘space 

apart’ within the city might have to offer. 
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CONCLUSION 
People come to an urban waterfront to escape from everyday responsibilities; this 

escapism takes many forms. Given the social freedom of public spaces and the 

sensory stimulus of the river, it is no surprise to discover the tensions and ambiguities 

which permeate this edge. As a place of escape from the rigidity of the city, the 

water’s edge is also a zone of fluidity where mixing occurs. As a site designed for 

consumption, it also enables a wide range of creative, productive and destructive 

practices. The multiplicity, overlap, and tension of these urban edges makes them 

popular locations for play. 

 

The replanning and redevelopment of urban waterfronts in both Melbourne and 

Brisbane is a long-term process which is to date only partly completed. Many of the 

issues identified in this paper are being addressed through current masterplans for 

these precincts. The magnitude of the undertaking, the acuteness of the 

transformation and a high level of state government oversight means that changes in 

the planning approach for waterfronts tend to happen quite slowly, although not 

always gradually. Physical changes tend to happen more quickly, although not 

always with appropriate public consultation and guidance, and not always achieving 

the most desirable results. In this paper I have tried to suggest that problems of 

scale, physical extent and in particular the scope of activities served by waterfront 

spaces are in many ways a product of current planning approaches. 

 

The ideologies driving waterfront renaissance and the spatial paradigms which 

organise them may run counter to the tremendous diversity of people, activities and 

ideals which we find gathered together by the water. Instruments of culture and 

consumption and systems of transport intended to serve desirable, profitable and 

camera-friendly forms of leisure may also inhibit certain practices and, dialectically, 

give rise to still others. Such tensions should be seen not as something to be 

eliminated, but as forces which are themselves essential to the vitality of urban public 

space, and which can encourage the creation of places which are more stimulating, 

more inclusive, and thereby more free.  
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